DIY COMMUNITY LEGAL
ACTIVIST SUPPORT
Nicola Paris - @Peacenicsta from CounterAct - @CounterActOz

Protest beyond the law is
not a departure from
democracy; it is
absolutely essential to it.”
― Howard Zinn

ABOUT COUNTERACT
• We’ve been working for nearly seven years, and started work
supporting the successful Broome campaign to stop massive gas
infrastructure. Work nationally on a shoe string. One part time staffer.
• Support and train activists for civil resistance, nonviolent direct action
• Work embedded in campaigns to mentor support up-skilling, digital
storytelling, ie, Frontline Action on Coal, Adani, Beeliar wetlands
• Similar role to an Activist CLC in some ways – resources, training, legal
briefings, connection to representation

WHAT IS HAPPENING TO ACTIVISTS ACROSS THE COUNTRY

THE ROLE OF GRASSROOTS LEGAL
ACTIVIST GROUPS
Fulfilling a role where the professional legal sector is unable to
support, due to funding cuts and varying priorities

Providing a progressive analysis where legal sector groups may be
constrained to do so by funding or government ties
De-mystifying and democratising the legal system

Providing an approachable interface for people unwilling or
intimidated to approach traditional legal sector organisations
Advocacy and human rights
supports for marginalised groups

Ie – using social media to film police to increase safety
for Aboriginal people
Providing “your rights” trainings to muslims and recently
settled refugees
Monitoring police search and approach to queer folk
communities
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❑Advocacy and reform work, ie
we launched the round table
discussion that became the
campaign against move on laws.
ALP legislated to throw them out
as soon as in government.

❑ Legal observers at rallies, and
high conflict events, ie: anti fascist
❑ Launched a lawyers
network with Amnesty International
❑Pro bono advice and
representation

❑Assistance with resources
❑Know your rights trainings

CASE STUDY – MELBOURNE
ACTIVIST LEGAL SUPPORT

CASE STUDY
– LESSONS
FROM
BEELIAR

Features of the #NoRoe8 campaign – to protect urban
bushland and wetlands from a badly designed road project.
Heavy police presence during December 2016-March 2017 in
an area south west of Perth, to oversee significant destruction of
bushland. Sustained community protest to intervene in work.
Legal support that was offered

- Pro bono lawyer network. 27 barristers and solicitors
 Representation
 Advice regarding plea’s and charges

 Legal briefings/know your rights briefings

- Training and support of a legal observer team
 20 people trained to document and observe arrests and
police interaction. Footage and witness statements used to
assist people in having charges thrown out or amended

 Data from legal observers used to inform a comprehensive
follow up and police complaint
 We needed earlier training, resources and “activist para
legals”

Group establishes systems,
values, protocols for safety,
duty of care
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Lots in aftermath – prepping documents, not
overwhelming lawyers, briefings for court
process, potential education for self
representation. Mass arrest requires significant
liaison work, strategic decisions
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There may be interaction with
other groups, police liaison,
media, regen for group care

POST
ARREST: call
lawyers as
needed, pick
up from lock
up, debrief

Two debriefs:
emotional post arrest
& practical learnings

AFTER: Legal
liaison,
paralegal,
find lawyers,
support in
court &
strategic
support

HELP US HELP ACTIVISTS
Come to the Activate session! How CLC’s can
defend activist work

Contact us, or offer assistance –
www.counteract.org.au

